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Formula 1 Expert System
The F1 expert system is designed for the purpose of assisting F1 teams with the
correct selection of tires, fuel loads, and racecar settings such as front and rear
downforce levels. The F1 expert system was created using CLIPS (Quicksilver
Beta 12/31/07).
The F1 expert system is designed based on the 2008 Formula 1 season rules
and tracks. With 18 races across the world, the Formula 1 2008 season presents
different challenges to the teams based on different tracks, racecar setups,
weather conditions, and driver abilities and styles.
The 2008 season visits 18 different tracks, each of which has different
configuration. Length, track surface, difficulty, number of laps, all these settings
must be taken into account by F1 teams in order to determine the correct setup
for each race.
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The F1 expert system, based on the track selection, loads the correct track
settings and uses them as integral part of its knowledge database. Race
conditions such as weather and best track times must also be considered when
taking decisions about fuel loads, tire selection, and downforce levels.
In the next sections we will describe how to run the expert system using CLIPS
for windows, as well as describing the different parts that form our expert system,
how the system works, and explain the results provided by the system.

How to run the F1 Expert System?
1. Start CLIPS 6.3 for windows.

2. Go to File->Load Batch…

3. Select the F1_expert_system_load.BAT file.

4. The batch file will clear the current CLIPS environment (sending a (clear)
command). Then it will load all the necessary classes, rules, and object
definitions to run the system. Once loaded, the batch file will create the class
instances (sending a (reset) command) and then it will run the program (sending
a (run) command).

How does the F1 Expert System work?
The F1 expert system was designed as a finite state machine which will run until
the user decides to leave the system. During the first run of the program – after it
has been started – the system will ask the user all of the questions necessary for
the system to make an initial assessment of the current state of the race. Once
the first run is over, the system will ask the user if he/she wants to change the
current state of the system. The state of the system is divided in three main
categories:
•
•
•

Track Settings
Weather Conditions
Driver’s Status

Each of the above categories encapsulates different set of questions that allows
the user to change from the current track that is being run to the damage levels
to the chassis of the car.
The F1 expert system consists of five main classes:
• Track
• Driver
• Racecar
• Tire
• Race Conditions
During the load process the following objects are created with particular
initialization values:
• [track] of TRACK
• [driver] of DRIVER
• [raceconditions] of RACECONDITIONS
• [racecar] of RACECAR
The [racecar] object dynamically creates 4 new objects of type TIRE using the
(gensym*) construct and assigns them to slots in the [racecar] object.
Note: see Appendix A for class diagram
Once the object definitions have been loaded the program executes rules based
on their salience. The rules are divided in two sets: Query Rules, and Knowledge
Base Rules. The Query rules are the ones in charge of prompting the user for
input. This set of rules has a higher salience than the Knowledge Base Rules in
order to assure that they will be processed first. The Query Rules are also
divided, as mentioned before, in three main categories: Track Settings, Weather
Conditions, and Driver’s Status.

The following screenshot shows the first run of the system:

The next screenshot shows the results after the first run of the system:

After each run the system asks the user if he/she wants to continue running it. If
the user decides to continue, the system will ask if he/she wants to change any
of the three categories. If the user answers “yes”, the system will proceed to ask
the questions associated with the appropriate section.

The following screenshot shows that the user decided to continue, and decided
to change the weather conditions.

A new set of results will be displayed based on the new state of the system.
Some questions are dependant upon other questions. For example, one of the
questions is: “How many inches of rain are there on the track?” which will only be
displayed if the appropriate values of rain probability, outlook, and humidity are
selected.

The knowledge base rules use the information provided by the user as well as
settings that are loaded based on options selected by the user like track surface,
and number of laps in order to determine the best values for the results. For
example, the previous screenshot showed a high probability of rain, high
humidity, rainy outlook, and 2.5 inches of rain on track. Based on these settings
the results advice the driver to go to pits right away, given than the current set of
tires are not fit for the current track conditions and it could lead to an accident.
Also, it advises the tire selection as “wet” in order to accommodate to the new
conditions of the track.

Other results like tire pressure, tire compound, and downforce levels depend on
several values that are evaluated as part of the knowledge base set of rules.
Some settings are specialized for specific tracks, and driver styles.
The F1 expert system provides a good example of how a forward rule engine can
be adapted to run as a finite state machine and provide interactive information
based on its knowledge base.

Appendix A
F1 Expert System Class Diagram

TRACK
track_name
track_session
track_length
track_laps
track_surface-type
track_passing-dificulty
track_race-direction
SetTrack
SetSession

RACECAR
racecar_engine-fuel-capacity
racecar_engine-fuel-efficiency
racecar_chassis-nose-damage-level
racecar_engine-fuel-load
racecar_laps-to-pit
racecar_engine-fuel-to-pump
racecar_chassis-front-downforce
racecar_chassis-rear-downforce
racecar_left-front-tire
racecar_right-front-tire
racecar_left-rear-tire
racecar_right-rear-tire
SetRacecarChassisNoseDamageLevel
SetRacecarFuelLoad

DRIVER
driver_name
driver_passing-skills
driver_aggressiveness
driver_lap-count
driver_current-lap-time
driver_breaking-style
SetDriverLapCount
SetDriverCurrentLapTime
SetDriverBrakingStyle
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TIRE
tire_pressure
tire_compound
tire_type

RACECONDITIONS
rc_track-temperature
rc_wind-speed
rc_humidity
rc_air-temperature
rc_rain-probability
rc_outlook
rc_rainfall
rc_best-overall-lap-time
SetTrackTemperature
SetWindSpeed
SetHumidity
SetAirTemperature
SetRainProbability
SetOutlook
SetRainfall
SetBestOverallLapTime

